Oh, hello!
We are Prime Field

We produce commercials

Conceptual green screen art direction in focus of brand image appeals target group as dolly in close up on a pack shot with OST and voice over.

- We speak the same language
- Creative, video production and post production
- We are proud to work with international and well recognized brands
We integrate the product

Sunt rider refreshes himself with THAT drink.
Musicians are driving THE car to their show.
Exceptional architecture solutions are achieved using THOSE products.

- Public and private sector trust in our competence
- Event organizers and sponsors reach for our service
- Guerilla productions spread virally

We are Prime Field
Girmantas Neniškis

Extreme producer creates radical videos. Hopeless adrenalin junkie, who has surfed the Pacific waves all the way from Canada to Chile. He has created many successful projects as well as helped to establish Red Bull in Lithuanian sports market. On top of that, there are a handful of world champions he has already hunted down through camera lens.

Strengths: Guerilla activities, documentary, sport, action, events and slow-motion cinematography, branding and event planning.
Andrius Lekavičius

All-around media storyteller recently living between Europe and Asia: Vilnius and Kuala Lumpur cities. In 29 years, the young creative succeeded in building a profile of projects on various media platforms: from creating brands image to second screen applications, from directing ad spots to his first feature documentary ‘Game of the Nation’. He has been shortlisted among five finalists from all over the world to present his Transmedia concept in MIPCube Content 360 competition in Cannes.

Strengths: creative, advertising, transmedia, documentary, storytelling, copywrite, script, branding, directing

+370 615 56131
andrius@primefield.net
Oh, that’s it!

Call us:
+370 670 70914

Write us:
hello@primefield.net

We’re proud to work with: